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iiiHow to Use This Book

Good practical experimental skills are essential to many scientists’ work. The Practical Workbook will help you to develop practical 
skills. This resource also reinforces some of the theoretical knowledge you will have learnt in the Student’s Book by providing 
opportunities to apply this to practical contexts, including both core and supplement activities.

In the Cambridge IGCSETM Biology qualification, practical skills are assessed through either:
• the Practical Test, where you will carry out laboratory experiments and answer questions; or
• the Alternative to Practical, in which you will answer questions but not carry out any laboratory experiments.

Both of these papers assess the same practical skills. They account for 20% of the overall Cambridge IGCSE Biology qualification.

(The information in this section is taken from the Cambridge International syllabus for examination from 2023. You should always refer 
to the appropriate syllabus document for the year of your examination to confirm the details and for more information. The syllabus 
document is available on the Cambridge International website at www.cambridgeinternational.org.)

By using this book, you will learn:
• to recognise and use the apparatus and techniques you will use most often;
• how to make and record observations and measurements accurately;
• different methods for handling observations and data;
• how to plan, carry out and evaluate experiments.

This Practical Workbook is part of the Marshall Cavendish Education suite of resources that will support you as you follow the 
Cambridge IGCSE and IGCSE (9–1) Biology syllabuses (0610/0970) and equip you to deal with the practical aspects of your course.

1Laboratory Safety

Laboratory Safety
Safety is the most important aspect of any practical work. These are some general rules for laboratory safety: 
• Walk slowly in the laboratory. Do not rush or run. 
• Use the safety equipment provided. For example, wear goggles, especially when using the Bunsen burner and dealing with 

corrosive chemicals. 
• Keep flammable materials, such as ethanol, away from flames.
• Tie back long hair. If possible, tie the hair into a bun to prevent it from hitting any glassware or chemicals, or coming near 

a flame. 
• Take note of any safety precautions that need to be taken when handling chemicals. The hazards of chemicals are shown by 

hazard symbols. 

Hazard symbol Hazard code and name

C Corrosive

MH Moderate hazard

HH Health hazard

T Acutely toxic

F Flammable

O Oxidising

N Hazardous to the aquatic environment

• Always put on gloves when handling biological specimens or biohazardous materials.  
• Report any spillage to the teacher immediately and ask for help (if necessary) before cleaning it up.
• Handle all apparatus with care. For example, avoid pointing sharp edges at anyone. 
• When heating a substance in a test-tube, point the mouth of the test-tube away from yourself and others. 
• Always dispose of biological materials or waste into the biohazard bin. 
• Be aware of the location of the first-aid kit in the laboratory.
• Do not eat or drink in the laboratory. 

Laboratory Safety

Safety is the most important aspect of any practical work. These are some general rules for laboratory safety: 

Use the safety equipment provided. For example, wear goggles, especially when using the Bunsen burner and dealing with 

Tie back long hair. If possible, tie the hair into a bun to prevent it from hitting any glassware or chemicals, or coming near 

Take note of any safety precautions that need to be taken when handling chemicals. The hazards of chemicals are shown by 

Report any spillage to the teacher immediately and ask for help (if necessary) before cleaning it up.

When heating a substance in a test-tube, point the mouth of the test-tube away from yourself and others. 

2 Practical Skills Build-up

Practical Skills Build-up
The following are essential skills needed in biology practicals: 
• Demonstrate knowledge of how to select and safely use techniques, apparatus and materials (including following 

a sequence of instructions where appropriate).
• Plan experiments and investigations.
• Make and record observations, measurements and estimates. 
• Interpret and evaluate observations and experimental data. 
• Evaluate methods and suggest possible improvements.

(The information in the bullet points above is taken from the Cambridge International syllabus for examination from 2023. You should 
always refer to the appropriate syllabus document for the year of your examination to confirm the details and for more information. 
The syllabus document is available on the Cambridge International website at www.cambridgeinternational.org.)

The next few pages list essential guidelines for you to follow when carrying out biology practicals. 

Demonstrating knowledge of how to select and safely use 
techniques, apparatus and materials

Handling a light microscope

• When lifting a microscope, hold it upright, using one hand to hold the arm of the microscope and the other hand to support 
the base of the microscope.

• Ensure that the eyepiece and objective lenses are clean by wiping them gently with special lens paper.
• Before keeping the microscope in storage, rotate the nosepiece to position the objective lens of the lowest power in line 

with the eyepiece. Remember to adjust the stage to the lowest position by using the coarse adjustment knob.

Viewing a specimen under a light microscope

• Remove the dust cover and plug in the microscope. Turn on the light source and place the glass slide on the stage. Use the 
clips to secure the slide beneath the objective lens. Handle glass slides with care.

• Begin viewing a specimen with the objective lens of the lowest power. 
• Look into the eyepiece. You may need to adjust the iris diaphragm to control the amount of light transmitted through the 

specimen. Turn the coarse adjustment knob slowly to elevate the stage until the specimen comes into focus. Be careful not 
to crush the glass slide against the objective lens. 

• Adjust the slide on the stage to bring the desired area of study into the centre of the field of view. 
• To see the specimen in greater detail, rotate the nosepiece to view the specimen at a higher power. After rotating the 

nosepiece, adjust the fine adjustment knob to see the specimen in sharp focus. 
• Examine the specimen carefully. You may be required to produce a labelled drawing of the specimen. 

Good laboratory practices

Before beginning any experiment: 
• Take some time to carefully read through the aim, instructions and procedure of any practical, even those that you think you 

might have conducted before. Avoid rushing to start the experiment, as you may miss some crucial steps, or forget to record 
essential data, such as the time at which you start your experiment. 

• If you are not sure about how to do something, ask the teacher for help. 

Demonstrate knowledge of how to select and safely use techniques, apparatus and materials (including following 

(The information in the bullet points above is taken from the Cambridge International syllabus for examination from 2023. You should 
always refer to the appropriate syllabus document for the year of your examination to confirm the details and for more information. 
The syllabus document is available on the Cambridge International website at www.cambridgeinternational.org.)

When lifting a microscope, hold it upright, using one hand to hold the arm of the microscope and the other hand to support 

Ensure that the eyepiece and objective lenses are clean by wiping them gently with special lens paper.
Before keeping the microscope in storage, rotate the nosepiece to position the objective lens of the lowest power in line 
with the eyepiece. Remember to adjust the stage to the lowest position by using the coarse adjustment knob.

Remove the dust cover and plug in the microscope. Turn on the light source and place the glass slide on the stage. Use the 

Look into the eyepiece. You may need to adjust the iris diaphragm to control the amount of light transmitted through the 
specimen. Turn the coarse adjustment knob slowly to elevate the stage until the specimen comes into focus. Be careful not 

Adjust the slide on the stage to bring the desired area of study into the centre of the field of view. 
To see the specimen in greater detail, rotate the nosepiece to view the specimen at a higher power. After rotating the 

Examine the specimen carefully. You may be required to produce a labelled drawing of the specimen. 

Take some time to carefully read through the aim, instructions and procedure of any practical, even those that you think you 
might have conducted before. Avoid rushing to start the experiment, as you may miss some crucial steps, or forget to record 

6 Practical Skills Build-up

Taking precise measurements

When using a thermometer to measure temperature: 
• The bulb of the thermometer must be fully submerged in the liquid when taking temperature readings. It should not touch 

the bottom or sides of the container. 
• Hold the thermometer upright and take readings at eye level to avoid parallax error. 
• When using a mercury thermometer, read off the scale at the top of the meniscus (Figure 4). 
• When using an alcohol thermometer, read off the scale where the surface of the alcohol level is (Figure 5).

When using a stopwatch to measure time:
• There are digital and analogue stopwatches. Find out how the stopwatch works before using it. 

When using a measuring cylinder to measure volume (Figure 6): 
• Take readings at eye level to avoid parallax error. 
• Look at the bottom of the meniscus and read off the scale. 

When using a syringe to measure volume (Figure 7): 
• Take readings at eye level to avoid parallax error. 
• Read the volume of liquid in a syringe from the top ring, not the bottom ring or the raised section of the plunger. 

Figure 4 Taking temperature readings in a mercury thermometer Figure 5 Taking temperature readings in an alcohol thermometer

Figure 6 Measuring volume using a measuring cylinder Figure 7 Measuring volume using a syringe
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Laboratory Safety 
This lists the basic safety pointers that you 
should be aware of. 

Practical Skills Build-up
This introduces essential practical skills and techniques, such 
as appropriate use of apparatus and methods of recording and 
presenting data. 

How to Use This Book
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iv How to Use This Book

35Enzymes

Practical 5A Action of Enzymes at Room Temperature

Skills  
You will practise how to:
• set up an experiment to investigate the action of enzymes at room temperature;
• record data in the form of a suitable table using appropriate units;
• form conclusions based on experimental results

Theory:

Enzymes are biological catalysts that can increase the rate of a chemical reaction. 
Different enzymes work on different substrates. In this experiment, the enzyme used is 
diastase, which is the plant equivalent of salivary amylase in animals. It breaks down starch 
into maltose.

Objective: To investigate the action of diastase on starch at room temperature 

Materials:
• 5 cm3 syringe (2) 
• 1% diastase solution (20 cm3) 

(corrosive, moderate hazard, 
health hazard)

• test-tube (5)

• Bunsen burner 
• test-tube holder 
• test-tube rack 
• sticky label (4)
• marker pen

• stopwatch 
• 1% starch solution (20 cm3) 
• dilute iodine solution 

Procedure:

1 Prepare some boiled diastase solution:

Add 5.0 cm3 of diastase to a test-tube and heat the solution until it boils. 
Continue heating it for 1 minute. Then, cool the solution under running tap water. 
Once the test-tube has cooled down, label it “boiled diastase”. 

Enzymes may irritate the eyes, the skin and the respiratory system. Wear safety 
goggles and gloves when handling the enzyme solution. Avoid direct contact with 
the solution.

Use a test-tube holder to hold the test-tube while heating. Point the mouth of the 
test-tube away from yourself and others while heating it. 

Do not place the hot test-tube under running water immediately as this may cause 
the tube to crack. 

2 Label three test-tubes A, B and C. 

CHAPTER

5 Enzymes

121Gas Exchange in Humans

Chapter 11

Procedure and Observations:

1 Fill two conical flasks with 10 cm3 of 
limewater each. Fit the conical flasks 
with glass tubing as shown in  
Figure 11.1. 

Wear safety goggles when 
handling limewater.

Do not expose the limewater to air 
before you begin the experiment. 
Carbon dioxide in the air may be 
absorbed by the limewater and 
affect the results.

2 Place the open end of the T-tube in your mouth. Gently breathe in and out from your mouth.

Ensure no limewater enters your mouth and never ingest it. Rinse your mouth with plenty of water if you 
accidentally ingest the limewater.

Breathe slowly and steadily. Your rate of inspiration and expiration should be the same

3 What do you observe in both flasks after a few minutes?

Conclusion:

1 What can you conclude from this experiment?

Evaluation:

1 Identify one source of error in this experiment, and suggest how it may affect your results.

Figure 11.1

A B

C D E F

delivery tube tube placed in mouth

air enters

T-tube

rubber bung

rubber tube

conical flasks

limewater

132 Respiration

Chapter 12

6 Adjust the temperature of the water-bath by adding either cold or hot water until the 
temperature reaches 20°C.

7 After some time, you will notice bubbles coming out of the end of the delivery tube. 
Wait for a few minutes until the bubbles are produced at a regular rate.

 When yeast respires, carbon dioxide is produced. Hence, bubbles can be seen 
coming out the end of the delivery tube. The rate of carbon dioxide production is 
proportional to the rate of respiration. 

8 Count the number of bubbles over 1 minute. 

9 Repeat step 8 for two more minutes.

10 Repeat steps 6 to 9 at the following temperatures: 30°C, 40°C, 50°C, 60°C.

Observations:

1  Record your results from steps 8 to 10 in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1

Temperature / °C
Number of bubbles produced

1st minute 2nd minute 3rd minute

20

30

40

50

60

2  Calculate the average rate of bubbling and complete Table 12.2. 

Table 12.2

Temperature / °C Average rate of bubbling / number of bubbles per minute

20

30

40

50

60

Observations
This section requires you to record your results, qualitative and/or 
quantitative.

This icon embedded throughout the practicals highlights 
practical tips for good laboratory practices.

This icon embedded 
throughout the practicals 
highlights potential hazards 
that you may encounter while 
doing the practicals.

Skills
A summary of the practical skills that you will practise are listed at 
the beginning of each practical. 

Objective 
This states the aim or purpose of the practical.

Theory 
This gives a brief introduction to the theory behind the practical. 

Materials
This lists the items required for the practical such as apparatus and 
chemical substances. 

Procedure
This lists a series of steps for the practical. Read through the 
procedure in full at least once before you start, taking particular 
note of any warnings and safety guidance. Do not start work until 
you are confident that you have understood everything.
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vHow to Use This Book

133Respiration

Chapter 12

Analysis:

1  Plot a graph of the number of bubbles per minute against the temperature.

142 Hormones, Homeostasis and Tropic Responses

Chapter 15

5 After two to three days, make drawings of your observations in Table 15.3.

Table 15.3

Pot A Pot B

Analysis and Conclusion:

1  Does your observation agree with your prediction in step 4?

2  From your observations, are plant shoots positively or negatively gravitropic?

Evaluation:

1  Identify the variable(s) that is/are kept constant in the experiment.

Questions:

1   Figure 15.5 shows a seedling that was grown normally. This seedling was then turned to lay on its side for a few days. 
Complete Figure 15.6 by drawing the tip of the plant shoot to show what it looks like after a few days. Draw an arrow in the 
diagram to indicate where auxin will accumulate in the plant shoot.

2   Suggest why gravitropism is important in the growth of plant shoots.

Figure 15.5 Figure 15.6
 

134 Respiration

Chapter 12

2  (a) At which temperature is the rate of respiration the highest?

 

 (b) At which temperature is the rate of respiration the lowest?

 

3  (a)  Given your results, predict what would happen to the rate of respiration if the temperature of the water-bath is 
increased to boiling point (100°C).

 

 (b) Give a reason for your answer in (a).

 

 

 

Conclusion:

1  What can you conclude about the relationship between temperature and rate of respiration?

Evaluation:

1  Suggest one reason why the set-up must be left for a few minutes before a reading is taken.

2  Identify one possible source of error, and suggest how it may affect your results.

Analysis and Conclusion
Questions are provided to guide you 
through calculations, drawing of graphs, 
etc. and help you interpret and evaluate 
your results in order to form conclusions. 

Supplement content is clearly 
marked for those studying the 
extended syllabus.

Evaluation
This section is included at the end 
of most practicals. You will reflect on 
the practical you have just performed 
and identify improvements or things 
you could have done differently.

Questions
Some practicals also include 
questions to help you put the 
practical work into context. 
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12 Organisation of the Organism

Practical 2A Working with a Light Microscope

Skills  
You will practise how to:
• use a light microscope correctly and safely;
• make calculations of magnification for a drawing.

Theory:

Cells are the building blocks of life, but most cells are too small to be seen with the 
naked eye. This is why microscopes are key tools in the study of cells in biology. In school 
laboratories, the light microscope is the type of microscope that is most commonly used.

Objectives:

• To identify the different parts of a light microscope
• To use a light microscope to observe a given specimen

Materials:

• light microscope
• scissors
• clean glass slide
• cut-out of a small letter (such as letter 

“e”) from a newspaper or magazine

• dropper
• water
• coverslip
• mounted needle
• filter paper

Procedure and Observations:

1 Your teacher will explain the functions 
of the different parts of a light microscope 
and demonstrate the proper use of 
each part.

CHAPTER

2 Organisation of 
the Organism

Figure 1.1

body tube

eyepiece

nosepiece

objective lenses

clip

stage

light source

iris diaphragm

arm

coarse adjustment knob

fi ne adjustment knob

base
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13Organisation of the Organism

Chapter 2

2 Now, place a light microscope on the laboratory bench with its arm towards you and 
the stage away from you.

 Always carry the microscope with both hands. Use one hand to hold the arm of the 
microscope and the other hand to support the base of the microscope. 

 Always lower the microscope gently onto the laboratory bench. 

3 Rotate the nosepiece of the microscope until the low-power objective lens (10×) 
clicks into position. The objective lens should lie just above the hole in the stage. 

 Always start with the scanning power objective (4×) before moving on to the low-
power objective (10×), and then the high-power objective (40×). 

 Never wet the lenses or touch them with your fingers. The lenses should be cleaned 
with lens paper.

4 Place the cut-out of a small letter (e.g. “e”) on a glass slide. Using a dropper, place a 
drop of water over the letter “e”. Using a mounted needle, carefully lower a coverslip at 
an angle over the glass slide (Figure 1.2). Use a piece of filter paper to remove excess 
water (Figure 1.3).

glass slide

coverslip

cut-out

Figure 1.4

glass slide

coverslip

mounted needle

water

Figure 1.2

water
filter paper

glass slide

coverslip

Figure 1.3

 Glass slides and coverslips are fragile. Handle them by the edges to 
prevent breaking and smudging.

 Always keep the microscope dry and clean. 

5 Place the glass slide on the stage, with the letter “e” the right way up, 
directly below the objective lens. Make sure the glass slide is held firmly 
by the clips. 

6 Using the coarse adjustment knob, raise the stage until the objective 
lens is about 3–5 mm from the slide. 

7 Look through the eyepiece (Figure 1.5). Slowly adjust the coarse 
adjustment knob to move the stage away from the objective lens. You 
should see the letter “e” coming into focus. 

 Try to keep both of your eyes open as you look through the 
microscope. This may help to reduce the strain on your eyes. 

Figure 1.5
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14 Organisation of the Organism

Chapter 2

8 Adjust the fine adjustment knob until you obtain a sharp image of the letter “e”. 

9 Draw the shape of the letter “e” as seen through the microscope. Calculate the 
magnification of the drawing.

  

Magnification = 

10 Look through the microscope again. Slowly move the glass slide to your left. In which direction does the image of the  
letter “e” move? 

11 Now, move the glass slide towards you. In which direction does the image of the letter “e” move? 

12 After using the microscope, raise the objective lens fully and turn the nosepiece to the 4× scanning power objective lens. 
Store the microscope in a dry area that is not exposed to prolonged periods of direct sunlight. 

Evaluation:

1  You should never touch the lenses of the microscope with your fingers. These lenses should be cleaned using lens paper. 
Suggest a reason for these precautions. 

2  What is the purpose of using a coverslip? 
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15Organisation of the Organism

Chapter 2

Practical 2B Examining Animal Cells

Skills  
You will practise how to:
• prepare slides of fresh material using an appropriate staining technique;
• make appropriate observations of cells under a light microscope;
• present observations in the form of biological drawings with appropriate labels.

Theory:

The human cheek cell and the sheep liver cell are examples of animal cells. These cells are 
common animal cells that are studied in school laboratories, as they are affordable and 
easily obtained.

Objective: To examine animal cells using a light microscope

Materials:

• sterile cotton bud (2)
• clean glass slide (3)
• methylene blue solution
• dilute iodine solution 
• coverslip (3)

• mounted needle
• filter paper
• light microscope
• scalpel
• small piece of fresh sheep’s liver

 The school and local authority regulations should be checked to make sure practical 
activities involving cheek cells and liver cells are allowed.

Procedure and Observations:

1 Gently scrape the inside of your cheeks with a sterile cotton bud. 

 Ensure you use only your own cheek cells for this practical. 

 Place the cotton bud in disinfectant immediately after use.

2 Smear the scrapings on a clean, dry glass slide and allow them to dry (Figure 1.6). Then, 
add a drop of methylene blue solution (or iodine solution) to the smear (Figure 1.7). 

 Handle glass slides and coverslips with care as they are fragile. 

 Make sure that a clean glass slide is used. If the slide is dirty, it can be washed with 
distilled water. Wipe clean and dry with tissue paper.

 Cover the scrapings completely with the methylene blue or iodine solution. 

glass slide

cotton bud
scrapings

Figure 1.6

glass slide

dropper with methylene 
blue solution

Figure 1.7
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3 Using a mounted needle, carefully lower a coverslip over the material on the slide 
(Figure 1.8). The coverslip should be lowered at an angle to prevent air bubbles from 
forming. The methylene blue or iodine solution will spread out beneath the coverslip. 
Use a piece of filter paper to remove excess solution (Figure 1.9).

 To remove excess stain and/or air bubbles trapped under the coverslip, place the 
filter paper or some other highly absorbent paper at the edge of the coverslip. 
The paper will absorb some of the excess solution.

 As solution is drawn out from the edge, air bubbles will also be removed. Do not 
absorb all the solution, as this will cause your slide preparation to dry out. 

 Seal the cotton bud (which was placed in disinfectant) and the coverslip in a 
polythene bag and dispose of it.

4 Examine your preparation under the microscope. Locate the cells under the low-
power objective lens. Then, use the high-power objective lens to examine some 
of the cells. 

5 Make a large drawing of one cheek cell. Label it as fully as you can. 

 Refer to Practical Skills Build-up in this book for some notes on how to produce a 
good biological drawing.

Title: 

glass slide

coverslip

mounted needle

methylene 
blue solution

Figure 1.8

methylene 
blue solution

filter paper

glass slide

coverslip

Figure 1.9
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6 Scrape a piece of fresh liver using the scalpel provided. 

 Be careful when using the scalpel. Keep it away when not in use. 

 Let your teacher know if you do not wish to participate in this activity due to moral 
or religious reasons.

7 Spread the scrapings on a clean glass slide. Add one or two drops of methylene blue 
to the slide. Cover the material with a coverslip as described in step 3. 

8 Examine the liver cells under the microscope. 

9 Draw and label one liver cell. 

Title: 

Analysis:

1  Compare your drawing of the cheek cell with Figure 1.10.

 Which parts shown in Figure 1.10 are not visible under a light microscope?

Figure 1.10

cell membrane

genetic material

vacuole

nucleus

mitochondrion
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Practical 2C Examining Plant Cells

Skills  
You will practise how to:
• prepare slides of fresh material using an appropriate staining technique;
• make appropriate observations of cells under a light microscope;
• present observations in the form of biological drawings with appropriate labels. 

Theory:

The onion epidermal cell and the Hydrilla leaf cell are examples of plant cells. These cells 
are common plant cells that are studied in school laboratories, as they are easily prepared 
for study under a microscope. These cells are obtained from different parts of a plant: the 
bulb and leaf, respectively.

Objective: To examine plant cells using a light microscope 

Materials: 

• piece of fleshy scale from  
an onion bulb

• forceps
• clean glass slide (3)
• dilute iodine solution
• coverslip (3)

• mounted needle
• filter paper
• microscope
• scalpel
• Hydrilla shoot with at least one leaf
• dropper

Procedure and Observations:

1 Obtain a fleshy scale leaf from an onion bulb. Cut the leaf into two pieces. 

 Be careful when using the scalpel. Keep it away when not in use.

2 Bend the leaf to break it but ensure that the two halves are still attached. Then, gently 
pull the two halves apart. You should observe a thin membrane-like material called 
the epidermis. 

 Bend and tear the fleshy scale leaf at an approximate angle of 45°.

3 Use a pair of forceps to gently peel off the epidermis (skin) from the inner surface of 
the leaf. 

4 Cut a small piece of the epidermis. Place it on a clean 
glass slide (Figure 1.11). 

 Handle glass slides and coverslips with care as they 
are fragile.

 Make sure the piece of epidermis is smaller than the 
coverslip.

5 Spread the epidermis on the slide, making sure that no parts of the epidermis fold 
or overlap. 

forceps
epidermis from the inner 
surface of the leaf

Figure 1.11
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6 Add a drop of iodine solution to the slide. Cover the 
preparation with a coverslip (Figure 1.12). 

 Cover the piece of epidermis completely with the 
iodine solution.

 Be careful not to introduce any bubbles to your slide 
preparation. Refer to Practical 2B for instructions 
on how to remove air bubbles from the slide 
preparation.

 Make sure that the epidermis is completely 
covered by the coverslip. 

7 Examine the epidermis under the microscope. 

8 Draw and label one epidermal cell. 

Title: 

9 Remove a Hydrilla leaf from the shoot. Place it on a clean glass slide.

10 Add two drops of water to the slide and cover the leaf with a coverslip. 

11 Examine the leaf under the microscope, and focus until you can see individual  
cells clearly. 

12 Draw and label one leaf cell.

Title: 

Question:

1  State one way in which the cell from the Hydrilla leaf differs from the onion epidermal cell. 

glass slide

coverslip

mounted needle

iodine solutionepidermis

Figure 1.12 
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